At the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Exercises the College gathers to recognize its highest-ranking scholars and to hear speeches by an outstanding student and a highly recognized practitioner in one of the liberal arts disciplines.

The recognition of James Bowdoin Scholars was begun in 1941 to honor those undergraduates who distinguish themselves by excellence in scholarship and to commemorate the Honorable James Bowdoin III (1752–1811), first patron of the College. James Bowdoin III, who asked that the College be named after his father, was an agriculturalist, an art and book collector, and a diplomat who served as Thomas Jefferson’s minister plenipotentiary to Spain from 1804 to 1808.

In 1997, by faculty vote, the College determined that both the commemorative day and the distinction as scholar be changed so as to recognize both Sarah and James Bowdoin. Sarah and James Bowdoin were married from 1780 until his death in 1811. Like her husband, Sarah Bowdoin gave many gifts to the College, including most of the Bowdoin family portraits, which were bequeathed to the College upon her death.
ALMON GOODWIN PRIZE
From the Class of 2021

Connor William Fitch          Juliana Taube
Keenan Murray                 Anneka F. Williams
Audrey Roberta Lamb Reuman

PHI BETA KAPPA
From the Class of 2021

Jack Beckitt-Marshall          Audrey Roberta Lamb Reuman
Zoe A. Dietrich               Julianna Taube
Connor William Fitch          Collin Michael van der Veen
Eliza T. Jevon                Anneka F. Williams
Mark William Lucy             Jiankun Wu
Keenan Murray

BOOK AWARD WINNERS
A book bearing a replica of the early College bookplate that distinguishes the James Bowdoin Collection in the library is presented to every undergraduate who has carried a full course program and has received a grade point average of 4.0 in his or her courses during the last academic year.

Class of 2018
Andrew Jihoon Yang

Class of 2020
Ari Mehrberg

Class of 2021
Nicholas Everett Cattaneo      Hannah Lovejoy Randazzo
Alex Baselga-Garriga           Samantha Faith Schwimmer
Dorian Wynn Cohen              Harry Isaac Sherman
Mollie Claire Eisner*          Gavin Taylor Shilling*
Connor William Fitch**        Juliana Claire Taube**
Zachary Ben Kaplan             Collin Michael van der Veen*
Mary Caroline Laurita          Brooke Hannah Wrubel
Gannon Frederick Leech         Tianren Zhang*
Mark William Lucy*             Hannah Isabella Zuklie
Andrew James Mulholland
Keenan Murray**
**Two-time Book Award winner**

**Three-time Book Award winner**
SARAH AND JAMES BOWDOIN SCHOLARS, 2019–2020

CLASS OF 2018
Andrew Jihoon Yang

CLASS OF 2020
Rintaro Komori
Ari Mehrberg
Jason J. Park

CLASS OF 2021
Alex Baselga-Garriga
Sylvia Fitzgerald Bosco
Reid Horng Brawer
Nicholas Everett Cattaneo
Dorian Wynn Cohen
Rebecca Miller Cohen
Anna K. Dickson
Vincent Dong
Mollie Claire Eisner
Connor William Fitch
Eleanore Brown Fusco
Samuel Stephen Grad
Fredericka Lillian Hibbs
Zachary Ben Kaplan
Grace Dashiel Kellar-Long
Melody Hope Khoriaty
Alina Lam
Mary Caroline Laurita
Gannon Frederick Leech
Mark William Lucy
Matthew David Marcantano
Lorenzo Fayerweather Meigs
Andrew James Mulholland
Keenan Murray
Harvey Arein Nguyen
Hannah Lovejoy Randazzo
William Tucker Saint-Amour
Samantha Faith Schwimmer
Harry Isaac Sherman
Gavin Taylor Shilling
Juliana Claire Taube
Collin Michael van der Veen
Claire Frances Wolff
Brooke Hannah Wrubel
Jiankun Wu
Kaya Sophia Wurtzel
Tianren Zhang
David Zhou
Hannah Isabella Zuklie

CLASS OF 2022
Isabella Sophie Angel
Tomas Ricardo Arrarte
Nina Isabel Badger
Isabel Kristina Ball
Anthea L. Bell
Perham Moynier Black
Nicholas Simon Robert Bower
Nicholas-Anthony Leonardo Boyce
Kaprice Julianne Brathwaite
Evan Jacob Brown
Jason Jeremy Bussgang
Francesca Ann Cawley
Casey Joyce Chertavian
Jenna R. Glukey
Ella Pearl Crabtree
Brianna Marie Cunliffe
Kasey Marie Cunningham
Thomas Alexandrides Daley
Michael Christopher Dean
Dalton Rhys Dear
Emma Q. Dewey
Carly Elizabeth Dickson
Matthew James Donnelly
Eva May Dowd
Morgan Keller Edwards
Jonas Malachi Eichenlaub
Seneca N. Ellis
Kieran Mostyn Enzian
Ekaterina Filiakova
Braden E. Fisher
Madison Grey Fozo
Max Elias Freeman
Laura Mcclaskey Friel
Lydia Elizabeth Groves
Emma Catherine Hatt
Will Fox Hausmann
Alice Caragh Hawkins
Maia Simone Hirsch
John Rodgers Hood
Melissa Mae Horan
Caroline Stokes Jackson
Rubin Zane-Ray Jones
Sela Griffin Kay
Hayden Keene
Kyubin Kim
Evan Bernhard Whyatt Knight
Isabel Marie Krogh
Livia Troy Kunins-Berkowitz
Jingrui Lin
Joanna Lin
Joshua Andrew Lin
Daniel Stewart Little
Shuhao Liu
Francesca Elisabeth Mauro
Katherine Aiello McKee
Sasha Anne-Marie Michaud
John Michael Milligan
Perrin Edgar Milliken
Chanhee Min
Katherine Beirne Moynihan
Maximilian Vago Muradian
Samara Mina Nassor
Griffin Zhong-Wei Ng
Alexandra Kiley Niles
Lucie Margarete Nolden
Jack Thomas Olgott
Onyedika Ephraim Onuorah
Griffin Alexander Ott
Karlye Nicole Pallotta
Emily Yuan-ann Pan
Angelica Altagracia Pena
Julia Elisabeth Perillo
Eleanor Regan Pike
Caroline Laurier Geddes Poole
Rahul Prabhu
Jeffrey Charles Price
Chelsea C. Puckett
Kyle Putnam
Charles Walden Pyne
Abigail Katherine Raymond
August Testwuide Rice
Graham Alexander Fraser Rutledge
Teagan Marie Ryan
Mary Rose Saga
Sophia Veda Schaefer
Reuben Mindlin Schafir
Hannah Tess Scotch
Jack Andrew Shane
Shane Anthony Smolenski
Emma Lillian Sorkin
Emily Ruth Staten
Kate E. Tapscott

Joosep Roald Vorno
Siyi Wang
Lauren Kanoelani Waters
Hayden Robert Weatherall
Micah Benjamin Wilson
You Jia Xi
Yifei Xu
Anthony Yanez
Oscar Su Yang
Rachel Yucheng Yang
Jingyi Zhou

CLASS OF 2023

Paloma Aguirre
Yaseen Muhammad Ahmed
Tabarak Nather Al Musawi
Abby M. Allen
Lyle Weissman Altschul
Shane M. Araujo
Almira Catharine Arnold
Brooke E. Asherman
John Dowling Auer
Sophie Jane Barber
Gabriel Tait Batista
Sophie Laura Bell
Emma Aurelie Bomfim
Sydney Marie Bonauto
Daniel Finneran Calder
Grace Helen Carrier
Maya Y. Chandar Kouba
Yun Hsiang Chang
Luke Chessie
Salina Chin
Gretchen Murphy Clauss
Georgina Anne Coetzee
Madelyn Marie Corsetti
Virginia Louise Cummins
Cobra Zen Curtis
Stephanie Marie Dailey
Rory Mayne Devlin
Lucas John DiCerbo
Garrett Justis Dixon
Keaghan S. Duffy
Jordy Phileque Dushime
Shayla Christine Ebanks
Kevin Jairre Fleshman
Zachary Douglas Flood
Seamus Frey
Edward G. Fuell
Timothy Galamaga
Ari Steven Geisler
Yordana Vladimirova Gerdzhikova
Jane Lauren Godiner
Isabella Jane Grimaldi
Ana Brady Gunther
Ivana Monserrat Gutierrez
Holden David Hadfield
Kyle Adam Hawley
Benjamin William Heinrich
Emily Grace Herndon
Jaida Ashley Amanda Hodge-Adams
Abraham Lucian Hollis
Julia Marie Jennings
Zubin Jay Kenkare
Grace Elizabeth Kirkpatrick
Ryan Scott Kovarovics
Leslie Sinclair Stark Ledahl
Anna Camille Leitner
Sean Li
Juntao Lu
Bjorn Alexander Ludwig
Ann Nicolaides Mahoney
Owen McGinn Marvin
Benjamin James Mathews
Elizabeth Joy Matsiko
Leif Poe Maynard
Thomas Michael Mazzuchi
Colleen Hughes McAloon
Thomas Fox McEvoy
Finian Henry McGannon
Angela Mary McKenzie
Liam Kevin McNett
Natsumi Lynne Meyer
Annika Ruddon Moore
Robert Thomas Murray IV
Kellie Nicole Navarro
Rachel Elizabeth Nealon
Nhi Lan Nguyen
Ayden Austin Nichol
Emma Straw Noel
Rebecca Norden-Bright
Alec William Perez-Albuernne
Lucas Edwin Porter
Isabella de la Luz Quintana
Elizabeth Claire Randall
Miki Anne Rierson
Eliana Hazel Starobin Roberts
Patrick Thomas Rochford
George Whitney Rowe
Gail Maria Saez-Hall

Sara Isabel Salazar
Ibrahim Ghassan Saleh
Jonathan Monroe Sayler
Corinne Janette Schmolka
Augustine Manalili Segger
John D. Selig
Robert Allan Shepard
Jillian Claire Sher
Pranay Vir Singh
Eliot Ray Small
Lily Caroline Smith
Jacey Wanru Song
Jacob William Sternberg-Sher
Emily Todd Stonestreet
Benjamin Tate Taczak
Kyra Min-Yi Tan
Sujata Eden Tewari
Leila Miriam Trummel
John McDermott Wellschlager
Diana Elizabeth Wickersham
Kevin Edward Ye
Kirstin Su Jun Yip
Ian Maling Zogg
Angus James Zuklie